ABSTRACT:
INTRODUCTION
Optical Character Recognition technology recognizes the text from the images automatically. It supports different types of image formats like JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF, TIFF and multi-page PDF files. OCR involves analysis of the captured or scanned images and then translate character images into character codes, so that it can be edited, searched, stored more efficiently, displayed on-line, and used in machine processes [3] . Scanned images can easily extract that text with the help of different OCR Tools. It works with images that almost consist of text in it [1] . The output of a tool is based on the type of input image. Achieving 100% accuracy is not possible, but it is better to have something rather than nothing [1] . To improve accuracy most of the OCR tools use dictionaries, recognizing individual characters then it try to recognize entire words that exist in the selected dictionary. Sometimes it is very difficult to extract text because different font size, style, symbols and dark background. If we are using high resolution documents the OCR tools will produce best results. Many OCR tools are available as of now, but only a few of them are open source and free [2] . Normally, all the OCR tools process has five important steps. They are preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, classification/recognition and post processing. This is depicted in Figure 1 [18] . 
Input Image
Input image is digitalized images like a scanned or captured text image. It may be of different formats, i.e. JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF, TIFF and multi-page PDF files.
Preprocessing
Preprocessing techniques are important and essential for OCR system for image handling. These techniques are used to add or remove noises from the images, maintaining the correct contrast of the image, background removal which contains any scenes or watermarks. These are applied into images which enhance the image quality. This step is essential for OCR systems [12] .
Segmentation
The accuracy of OCR system mainly depends on the segmentation algorithm being used. Segmentation extracts pages, lines, words and then finally into characters from the text document images [16] . Page segmentation separates graphics from text, a line segment is a part of a line that is bounded by two distinct end points and Word segmentation is the problem of dividing a string of written language into its component words [3] . Character segmentation separates characters from others [12] .
Feature Extraction
Feature Extraction stage analyzes a text segment and select a set of features that can be used to uniquely identify the text segment [18] . This stage is used to extract the most relevant information from the text image which helps to recognize the characters in the text [14] .
Classification / recognition
Optical character Recognition is a most significant application. The main objective of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is to classify the optical patterns like alphanumeric and other characters. The OCR is required when the information should be readable to both human and machine [1] . Recognition has become essential for performing classification task [13] .
Post Processing
The post processing stage is used to increase recognition. The goal of post processing is to detect and correct grammatical misspellings in the OCR output text after the input image has been scanned and completely processed.
Output Text
The result of the input images is displayed in the output text. The main goal of this work is to compare the performance these tools for finding the best OCR tool. In order to perform the analysis, we provide an input image and this input image are processed by these OCR tools and the output produced by these tools is considered for analysis. Each OCR tools have produced different results for the same input image. The sample input image (i.e. k-means clustering algorithm) given in Figure 2 is downloaded from google images [17] and this image is used for this comparative analysis. 
OCR TOOLS COMPARISON

OCR Convert
OCR Convert is a free online OCR service, which provides the facility to convert the scanned image into text. It supports JPG, PNG, BMP, GIF, TIFF and multi-page PDF files and also support low resolution images. The result may be in text format and this tool supports simultaneous uploads and able to perform conversion process of files upto 5MB (aggregated).
The output text result [6]is shown in Figure 2 .3. 
Free OCR to word convert
Free OCR to Word provides a new way of translating printed text to a digital file that can be modified or edited in a word processor. The OCR to Word program works with any of the popular image files of JPG, JPEG, PSD, PNG, GIF, TIFF, BMP and scanned image files, etc. All of these file types are equally easy for Free OCR to Word and in just a few clicks, we can able to get a fully editable and searchable files in MS Word or TXT [10] . The result is shown in Figure  2 
Google Docs
Upload an image file or a scanned PDF to Google Docs, it Converts text to Google Docs format and Google Docs will automatically perform OCR on the file before saving it to our account. If the OCR operation is successful, all the extracted text is stored as a new document otherwise Google Docs will store our original image without any modification. With Google Docs, we can perform OCR on images and PDFs as large as 2 MB, in the output format of Google docs are ODT, PDF, TXT, RTF, DOC and HTML. It supports 30 languages [11], the output text result [11] is represented in Figure 2 .8. 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
In order to perform the comparative analysis of the OCR tools, this paper consider two performance measures and they are conversion accuracy and error rate. Conversion accuracy is nothing but to identify whether all the alphabets, numbers and special symbols are converted accurately or not. Error rate helps to identify how much of alphabets, numbers and special symbols are not converted properly. The following tables 3.1 and 3.2 shows the Error rate of OCR tools. 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The main function of the OCR tools is to convert the given input images into text documents. In order to compare the performance of the above mentioned OCR tools, the following strategies are applied.
Strategy 1:
To find the character accuracy (CA) and character error rate (CER) from the resultant text documents. i.e To verify whether an OCR tool has converted all the characters available in the input image correctly or not. For this the following formula is used.
Character accuracy (CA) = (a/n) *100 Character error rate = 100-CA. Figure 4 .2 presents the overall Special symbols accuracy and error rate of the OCR tools. In this measure all the OCR tools have produced 0% accuracy and error rate for all these tools is 100% which shows no one tool has performed the process of converting the mathematical symbols in equations accurately.
CONCLUSION
This work has analyzed the performance of eight different types of OCR tools. From this analysis, we come to know that, the above mentioned OCR software tools cannot detect fonts and formats properly; it gives only plain text as output. Hence, it has proved that the existing OCR tools produced good results for converting characters from the text images but converting mathematical equations and symbols, these tools have produced inappropriate results. In Future, new OCR tools are to be developed which will be helpful to perform the conversion process appropriately for mathematical equations and symbols.
